FULL LIST OF WINNERS FOR THE 49th Annual AWGIE AWARDS

TELEMOVIE – ORIGINAL

Mary: The Making of a Princess – Samantha Strauss

TELEVISION: MINISERIES – ADAPTATION

Barracuda – Blake Ayshford and Belinda Chayko

TELEVISION: MINISERIES – ORIGINAL

The Code: Season 2 – Shelley Birse

TELEVISION – SERIES

Roke: Season 4, Episode 407 – Andrew Knight

TELEVISION – SERIAL

Neighbours: Episode 7202 – Jason Herbison
COMEDY – SKETCH OR LIGHT ENTERTAINMENT

_The Weekly with Charlie Pickering_: ‘Halal Certification’ and ‘Stadium Naming Rights’ – Gerard McCulloch with Charlie Pickering

COMEDY – SITUATION OR NARRATIVE

_Please Like Me_: Season 3, ‘Pancakes with Faces’ – Josh Thomas and Liz Doran

FEATURE FILM – ORIGINAL

_Ali’s Wedding_ – Andrew Knight & Osamah Sami

FEATURE FILM – ADAPTATION

_Jasper Jones_ – Shaun Grant & Craig Silvey

SHORT FORM

_Slingshot_ – David Hansen

RADIO – ORIGINAL

_Happy Monday_ – Richie Black

RADIO – ADAPTATION

_Spirit_ – Donna Abela

INTERACTIVE MEDIA

_The Forgotten City_ – Nick Pearce

ANIMATION

_Beat Bugs_: ‘Yellow Submarine’ – Josh Wakely
DOCUMENTARY – PUBLIC BROADCAST OR EXHIBITION

Baxter and Me – Gillian Leahy

The Silences – Margot Nash

DOCUMENTARY – CORPORATE & TRAINING

Seven Women Nepal – The Birth of a Social Enterprise – Gaby Purchase and Claire Stone

COMMUNITY AND YOUTH THEATRE

A Kid Like Me – Sally Hardy with Alirio Zavarce

STAGE

The Bleeding Tree – Angus Cerini

CHILDREN’S THEATRE

Reasons to Stay inside – Katy Warner

The Red Balloon – Hilary Bell

MUSIC THEATRE

The Rabbits – Lally Katz

CHILDREN’S TELEVISION – P CLASSIFICATION

Sydney Sailboat: 'Trash and Treasure' – Rachel Spratt

CHILDREN’S TELEVISION – C CLASSIFICATION

Ready for This: 'The Birthday Party' – Leah Purcell

MAJOR AWARD

The Code: Season 2 – Shelley Birse
SPECIAL AWARDS

DAVID WILLIAMSON PRIZE
Given in Celebration and Recognition of Excellence in Writing for Australian Theatre

_The Bleeding Tree_ – Angus Cerini

RICHARD LANE AWARD
For Outstanding Service and Dedication to the Australian Writers’ Guild

Karin Altmann

DOROTHY CRAWFORD AWARD
For Outstanding Contribution to the Profession

John Romeril

FRED PARSONS AWARD
For Outstanding Contribution to Australian Comedy

Barry Humphries

HECTOR CRAWFORD AWARD
For Outstanding Contribution to the Craft as a Script Producer, Editor or Dramaturge

Marcia Gardner

THE AUSTRALIAN WRITERS’ GUILD LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
Proudly presented by Foxtel

Craig Pearce

UNPRODUCED AWARDS

MONTE MILLER AWARD – LONG FORM

_Mary, Mary_ – Penelope Chai & Adam Spellicy

MONTE MILLER AWARD – SHORT FORM

_It Will Peck You_ – Katie Found